Abstract. Aiming at the high dimension of the characteristic of partial discharge and its high sensitivity to noise, firstly, the Synchrosqueezing wavelet transform is used to decompose the four typical partial discharge signals of transformers to overcome the defects of spectrum aliasing and energy leakage between real wavelet packet decomposition sub-bands.; Then, using the difference of energy and complexity of PD signals at different decomposition scales, the parameters of multi-scale energy and multi-scale energy spectrum entropy are used as the feature quantity of discharge type identification; Finally, the extracted features support vector machine classifier for discharge pattern recognition. Experimental results show, the proposed method can achieve better recognition than EMD and wavelet packet decomposition, and proves the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Power transformer is one of the most critical equipment in power system, its safety performance affects the safe and effective operation of power grid [1] .Partial discharge (Partial Discharge, PD)is the main reason for the insulation damage of power transformer and other large high-voltage equipment, and different types of partial discharge on the insulation damage to varying degrees, the formation mechanism is also different. Therefore, identifying different partial discharge types of transformers quickly and accurately not only provides a solid foundation for the subsequent identification of fault locations, but also has important guiding significance for maintaining the stable and effective operation of the power system [2] .
Synchrosqueezing wavelet transform (SWT) is a new time-frequency analysis method based on wavelet transform. It is based on the continuous wavelet transform, and the wavelet coefficients are recombined to extract the time frequency curve. So it has extremely high precision and frequency resolution [3] [4] [5] [6] , seismic signal detection [7] , sonar signal analysis [8] and mechanical fault diagnosis [9] .In this paper, SWT is used to process UHF PD signals with typical defects of four kinds of GIS. From the difference of energy distribution and entropy distribution of UHF PD signal in time-frequency domain, the multi-scale characteristic parameters of different insulation defects can be effectively distinguished and achieve discharge type identification is implemented using support vector machine classifiers.
Synchrosqueezing Wavelet Transform
Supposing the continuous wavelet transform of the signal () ft is 
Lt is a small interval in the center of the ridge line of () k ft in the time frequency diagram, and reconstruction formula of ()
Multi-scale Energy Statistics Distribution and SWT Energy Entropy Measure

Multi-scale Energy Statistics Distribution
For a given discrete UHF PD signal () fi, we assume that () k fi is the reconstructed component after the decomposition of SWT. Now the energy mean and variance of the component signals are characteristic parameters. The calculation steps are as follows:
(1) Synchronizing () fi with the wavelet transform. 
SWT Energy Entropy Measure
Definition 1(SWT energy spectrum entropy, SESE): 
Data Acquisition and Processing
Discharge Signal Acquisition
According to the characteristics of the insulation structure inside the transformer, the partial discharge is mainly divided into four types: suspension discharge(P1), needle plate discharge(P2), along the surface discharge(P3) and air gap discharge(P4) [10] . All round plate electrodes have a diameter of 80 mm, a thickness of 10 mm, and all paperboard thicknesses of 1 mm. 
Feature Extraction
Morlet wavelet is selected as the wavelet basis, and the UHF PD signals of the four kinds of defects are extracted by synchronous squeezing. Sub-band number The figure 1 and figure 2 shows that the air gap discharge and creeping discharge UHF PD signal energy is concentrated in the more than 400 MHZ band, and the needle plate discharge and suspended discharge UHF PD signal energy is concentrated in the 400 MHZ band. Due to different types of discharge pulse waveform and steepness is different, leading to excitation of UHF signal energy distribution with larger differences, that is used to identify the defect types using multi-scale characteristics of energy is feasible.
Defect Type Identification
UHF PD signal recognition is using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to achieve. SVM is a kind of novel Machine learning method based on statistical learning theory. For each of 80 sets of experimental data for each discharge type, 50 were selected for training and 30 for testing. The recognition result is shown in Table 2 .
Relative energy value Energy spectrum entropy The multi-scale feature quantity can be used to describe the time-frequency characteristic of the original signal more accurately, and the better recognition effect is achieved. Multi-scale energy characteristics and multi-scale sample entropy characteristics have achieved good recognition results. The average recognition rate is higher than 90%.
Conclusion
(1) Synchrosqueezing wavelet transform has clearer and more accurate frequency spectrum, using SWT sub-bands to reconstruct can realize precise frequency division, and to overcome the wavelet decomposition and spectrum aliasing between sub-band energy leakage faults. the signal after sub-bands reconstruction can be more detailed and accurate description time-frequency information of UHFPD signals.
(2) The UHF PD signal recognition results of four typical discharge models show that the multi-scale energy and multi-scale entropy characteristic parameters based on SWT can effectively identify four kinds of transformer discharge modes. The average recognition accuracy is higher than 90%, which is obviously better than the partial discharge detection method based on EMD and wavelet packet decomposition.
